
Chaostreff Bern

https://www.chaosbern.ch/en

Meetings

With the Chaostreff Bern, we want to create a regular

meeting to discuss, engange in or distribute knowledge

of topics like digital security, (digital) politics,

free / open software and other chaotic topics.

Everyone that is interested - Nerds, Hackers, Shegeeks

or old school John Does - is most welcome.

Services
We run a website, a mailing list, XMPP and IRC chats as

well as a GIT and Jabber servers to communicate and

collaborate.

Projects
Collective activities like developing and maintaining the

infrastructure of the Chaostreff, PGP keysigning or

actively supporting political participations are among

our activities.

Meetings
Every Tuesday at 7 pm at Güterstrasse 8 in 3008 Bern

Every last Thursday of the month at 7 pm at Brasserie

Lorraine, Quartiergasse 17 in 3013 Bern

Contact
You can contact us by person during the meetings or

write an email to chaosbern@chaostreff.ch.

Alternatively, you can use our Mailing list or Chat

rooms.

Sponsoring
The hosting of our website chaosbern.ch is sponsored

by CIRRAX - https://www.cirrax.ch. Additional donators

or sponsors are welcome to contact us.
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You can reach our meetings from Bern central station

in 5-7 minutes by public transport or in 15-20

minutes on foot.

Güterstrasse 8
We meet every Tuesday at 7 pm at Güterstrasse 8 in

3008 Bern at "Zwischennutzung Warmbächli".

Hotline: If the door is locked, just ring the

Chaosphone (+41 79 4250354) so we can let you in.

Room: There is plenty of space and the infrastructure

to hack, discuss things or hold presentations and

workshops. Electricity and internet access, as well as

ping-pong tables, table soccer and a kitchen are

available as well. A wide variety of beverages are for

sale on location.

Charges: We are paying rent for the room, the

expenses per meeting and person are CHF 5.-

Arrival: Bus 11 to Holligen to terminal stop or Tram 7

(Bümpliz) or 8 (Brünnen Westside) to Loryplatz,

Brasserie Lorraine
We meet every last Thursday of the month at 7 pm at

Brasserie Lorraine, short Brass, at Quatiergasse 17 in

3013 Bern.

Charges: None - except own consumation

Arrival: Bus 20 to Lorraine

More Info: https://www.chaosbern.ch/en/treff.html

In a nutshell

English Version



The Chaostreff Bern was founded in 2015. We

consider ourselves as being a part of the CCC

community. The Chaostreff aims to be a platform for

regular meetings, discussions on chaotic topics and

for collaborative hacking. It aims at building and

strengthening the hacking community around Bern.

The Chaostreff Bern is a collective where anybody is

welcome to contribute their ideas and work on their

projects to the best of their abilities.

Chaos Computer Club
Established 1981 in Berlin, the Chaos Computer Club

is one of the oldest associations of hackers in

existence. Since its early days, the CCC is engaged

in the difficult topics emerging at the border between

society and technology. Its ultimate goal is not

technical progress at all costs, but to investigate and

discuss the social aspects of new technologies and

their impacts on our society. The CCC conducts

technical research, organizes events and supports

politics and courts with technical expertise.

In 2012, the Chaos Computer Club Switzerland (CCC-

CH) was founded. It is an association of various Swiss

hackerspaces and Chaostreffs, including the

Chaostreff Bern.

ProjectsMotivation/Idea Services

Our projects are common projects or those of individual

people. This includes events, workshops or

presentations / talks. We also support projects of

external entities if they are compatible with our ideas.

PGP Key Signing
Our most important topics include security and privacy.

The mutual signing of PGP / GPG keys allows us to

establish a simple, secure and confidential

communication. From time to time or if needed we

organize public PGP key signing parties.

Talks/Presentations
We offer you the possibility to share your knowledge on

topics related to the Chaostreff, like the ACME-

Conductor, Blockchains or whatever it is you are

interested in. If you want to do a talk or presentation on

your experiences during one of our meetings, please

don't hesitate to contact us.

Workshops
Practical workshops on many different topics of the

Chaostreff are held as well, for example about RFID

zappers, Tails. They are initialized and organized by

individuals or a group of people from Chaostreff.

Usually, workshops are not being held during our

meetings but on a separate date like a Saturday

afternoon.

Workshops of external groups are welcomed as well,

but please contact us first.

Participations
As Chaostreff Bern, we support initiatives like the

CoSin, the Repair Café or the Linux Presentation Days,

but also political actions such as the referendums

against the new law for the swiss secret service and the

new surveillance law.

Sticker Exchange
We are big fans of stickers and maintain a large Sticker

Exchange. Everybody is invited to contribute to it and

serve oneself.

Mailing list
To communicate and coordinate, we use a mailing list.

You can subscribe to it via the web interface.

Mailing list: bern@chaostreff.ch

Web interface: http://sonne.alt-f4.ch/cgi-bin/mailman

/listinfo/bern

XMPP/Jabber
We also operate our own XMPP / Jabber Chat server

where chat protocols and meta data is beither collected

nor saved.

Domains: jabber.chaostreffbern.ch

jabber.chaostreff-bern.ch

jabber.chaosbern.ch

Jabber-Server: jabber.chaostreffbern.ch

Port: 5222 (STARTTLS)

Conference: conference.chaostreffbern.ch

Proxy: proxy.chaostreffbern.ch

Registration: https://www.chaosbern.ch/jabber.html

Chats
XMPP

Our prefered chat runs on our XMMP server.

Server: conference.chaostreffbern.ch

Room: chaostreffbern

JID: chaostreffbern@conference.chaostreffbern.ch

IRC

Alternatively, we have an IRC room.

Server: irc.chaostreff.ch

Port: 6667

Port (SSL): 6601

Channel: #bern

Git
Our documents and files are stored on our GIT server.

Server: git.honet.ch

Web interface: https://git.honet.ch/

Public repos: https://git.honet.ch/explore/projects

More information at:

https://www.chaosbern.ch/en/services.html

With the Chaostreff Bern, we aim to

provide a platform for regular

meetings and discussions. Topics of

discussions include (but are not

limited to) security, politics,

(free) software, privacy.

We welcome everyone interested in

any of these topics




